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Break a Leg, Shannon
Carter!

Feature Middle Grade Fiction:
Contemporary

by Kalena Miller
Shannon and her two best friends spend every summer at the local
community theater. Elise is the actress, Fatima works the sound
booth, and Shannon crafts costumes and props. But when the
director overhears Shannon singing, he encourages her to come
out from the wings and show the world what she can do.
At first, Shannon is hesitant. As a twelve-year-old living with
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, routines are important. But when
she braves the audition, she discovers that center stage is the one
place where she doesn’t feel anxious. She lands the role of Brigitta
von Trapp in The Sound of Music, and everyone is
ecstatic…except Elise.
To make matters worse, Shannon’s eccentric grandmother moves
in with her and Mom after a fluke house fire. Grandma Ruby has
an opinion about everything, from how to treat OCD to the best
methods for memorizing lines. There’s squabbling at home, angry
friends at the theater, and frustrating therapy assignments. What
was supposed to be the perfect summer is now falling apart.
As opening night approaches, Shannon feels pressure to save her
friendship, to make Mom and Grandma Ruby to start acting like
grown-ups, and to follow the old theatre adage: The Show Must
Go On.

Publication Date:
Spring 2023
Rights Sold:
World English and Audio / Delacorte

About the Author
Kalena Miller grew up in College Station, TX with her mom, dad, and the most photographed hamster in
history. After high school, she moved a thousand miles north to attend Carleton College, where she
graduated summa cum laude with a Bachelors in Religious Studies. After a brief stint working as a behavior
technician in Seattle, Kalena decided she missed school too much, so she spent the next two years pursuing
her MFA in Creative Writing at Hamline University.
Now that she is finally done with educational things (at least for the time being), Kalena lives in Hopkins,
Minnesota with her husband, Kenny, and Toy Australian Shepherd, Toshley. She mostly writes middle grade
and young adult contemporary fiction, though she could be bribed to produce some sub-par poetry. She loves
books that will make her laugh and make her cry (preferably at the same time), and she firmly believes that
all quality novels should feature a cat. Her debut YA novel, The Night When No One Had Sex, releases in
Fall 2020 with Albert Whitman & Co.
When she is not writing, Kalena enjoys tap dancing, scrapbooking, and watching an embarrassing amount of
reality television.
Kalena Miller is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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I'm Good and Other Lies

Feature Young Adult Fiction:
Contemporary

by Bev Katz Rosenbaum
“This is a book for RIGHT NOW.” — Teresa Toten, author of The
Unlikely Hero of Room 13B
Is it asking too much to live a typical twelfth grade existence?
Kelsey Kendler just wants to earn some money for university,
hang out with friends, maybe even snag a boyfriend. But her pillpopping mom and distant dad scare off anybody she tries to bring
home, making those last two things feel impossible.
Her part-time ice cream shop job’s a slog, but at least there, she
can escape her parents’ constant fighting … until the COVID-19
pandemic forces a lockdown and she’s stuck at home with them
24/7.
As the lockdown takes its toll on Kelsey’s mental health, she starts
to see the appeal of her mom’s pills. She hates what they do to her
mom, but numbing herself to the world seems like a pretty good
idea right about now. Horrified to find herself following in her
mom’s footsteps, she can only hope she’ll eventually figure out
some other way to cope …

About the Author

Publication Date:
Fall 2021
Rights Sold:

Bev Katz Rosenbaum is the author of the I Was a Teenage
World English / DCB
Popsicle series, Who is Tanksy?, and most recently, I’m Good and
Other Lies. She has taught creative writing at Centennial College
and is an award-winning publishing industry veteran. Rosenbaum, a devoted coffee-drinker and chocoholic,
spends her downtime reading, baking, and watching movies. She currently lives in Toronto, ON.
Bev Katz Rosenbaum is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Mortimer:
Rat Race to Space

Current Middle Grade Fiction:
Speculative

by Joan Marie Galat
A spot on the International Space Station (ISS) has opened up, and
Mortimer, the journal-keeping lab rat, is not about to miss his
chance to become an intergalactic space rat. And that’s just the
first step in his master scheme to prove that rats are much better
suited than humans when it comes to colonizing Mars.
Mortimer sets out to expose the impracticality of human astronauts
by conducting experiments and recording the evidence for
YouTube. As far as he’s concerned, pellet-eating rats are much
easier to feed than fussy humans, and just think of all the
unwashed underthings floating around the galaxy — especially
when compared to the versatile rattail!
But when Mortimer’s schemes go awry, he is forced to face new
truths about dreams, friendship, and choosing the right thing to do.
Maybe not everything is a rat race.

About the Author

Publication Date:
Fall 2022

Joan Marie Galat is an international award-winning author whose
Rights Sold:
career began at the age of 12, when she was hired as a paid
World English / DCB
newspaper columnist. Now with more than 20 books, her titles
include a Canadian bestseller, international recognition, and
translation into five languages.
Joan’s upcoming releases include The Story of Malala Yousafzai, a biography for ages 6-8 that reveals this
Nobel Peace Prize winner’s activism for girls’ education, despite being shot by the Taliban. Her title Dark
Matters—Nature’s Reaction to Light Pollution promotes change by partnering science with personal stories
to reveal how light at night impacts our world. Her book Solve This! Wild and Wacky Challenges for the
Genius Engineer in You shows young readers how to solve unusual problems.
Published by National Geographic Kids, Scholastic, Owlkids, and others, Joan is known for presenting
complex information to young readers in approachable and engaging ways. Also a writer for adult audiences,
Joan frequently wrote about activism during the nine years she served as contributing editor of the Alberta
College of Social Workers magazine.
A professional speechwriter, former radio show host, and frequent presenter, Joan has traveled across
Canada, and from Australia to South Korea, to deliver literacy-building presentations based on her books. In
2016, Joan spoke about the night sky environment at a United Nations event in Seoul. When not encouraging
people to read, Joan enjoys stiltwalking and can sometimes be seen in costume at Edmonton festivals.
Joan Marie Galat is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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A Guide to Your Grief

Current Middle Grade Nonfiction

by Cole Imperi
Grief isn’t an emotion, it’s possible to grieve things that don’t
have a dead body, and some of the world’s most famous songs and
paintings were made by people who were grieving—grief is a
powerful force. It’s also interesting, transformative and something
that unites us all—grief is something we all will experience.
Middle-grade readers are old enough to understand and recognize
some of the world’s more significant losses and tragedies, as well
as those losses that are personal and hit closer to home. And with
the worldwide pandemic, kids these days are experiencing loss and
grief in unprecedented ways.
This book is designed to meet the reader where they are, normalize
the grief experience, and provide a warm, friendly space to chew
on one of life’s biggest experiences.
Young readers will not only learn all about grief, but also how to
get through it.

About the Author
Cole Imperi is a triple-certified thanatologist and one of America's
leading experts on death, dying and grief. As a writer and podcast
host, she is enthusiastically changing the way we approach death
and dying in the United States, and teaches how to live a brighter
life by embracing the light of loss.
Cole Imperi is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Publication Date:
Fall 2024
Rights Sold:
World English / Kids Can Press
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You and the Globe

Current Middle Grade Nonfiction

(provisional title)

by Joan Marie Galat
You and the Globe provides young readers with tools to help them
become informed and effective activists. Along with a how-to
guide for encouraging change on issues that impact people,
animals, and the planet, it delivers essential human rights
background, an overview of issues, and a look at how others tackle
local, national, and international problems. With an approach that
offers hope and perspective, this title grows the realization that
every contribution matters. It empowers young readers by leading
them to realize a multitude of ways exist to build change, from
demanding legislation to inventing new technologies. Hope is
delivered through stories that demonstrate progress and calls for
action, such as “One thing you can do right now.” As their life
experiences expand, readers will want to revisit You and the
Globe.

About the Author
Publication Date:

Joan Marie Galat is an international award-winning author whose
Spring 2023
career began at the age of 12, when she was hired as a paid
Rights Sold:
newspaper columnist. Now with more than 20 books, her titles
World English / Beyond Words in
include a Canadian bestseller, international recognition, and
partnership with Aladdin (Simon &
translation into five languages.
Schuster)
Joan’s upcoming releases include The Story of Malala Yousafzai, a
biography for ages 6-8 that reveals this Nobel Peace Prize
winner’s activism for girls’ education, despite being shot by the Taliban. Her title Dark Matters—Nature’s
Reaction to Light Pollution promotes change by partnering science with personal stories to reveal how light
at night impacts our world. Her book Solve This! Wild and Wacky Challenges for the Genius Engineer in You
shows young readers how to solve unusual problems.
Published by National Geographic Kids, Scholastic, Owlkids, and others, Joan is known for presenting
complex information to young readers in approachable and engaging ways. Also a writer for adult audiences,
Joan frequently wrote about activism during the nine years she served as contributing editor of the Alberta
College of Social Workers magazine.
A professional speechwriter, former radio show host, and frequent presenter, Joan has traveled across
Canada, and from Australia to South Korea, to deliver literacy-building presentations based on her books. In
2016, Joan spoke about the night sky environment at a United Nations event in Seoul. When not encouraging
people to read, Joan enjoys stiltwalking and can sometimes be seen in costume at Edmonton festivals.
Joan Marie Galat is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Shift

Current Middle Grade: Fiction

by Dana Goldstein
Eleven-year-old Dax Masters loves science, hanging out with his
friends, and video games. And he can’t seem to do anything right
as far as his Dad is concerned.
Dax notices his dogs acting strange, earthquakes happening in
unexpected places, and other weird ecological events. Using his
foundation in science, and help from his friends, Avery and Kayla,
he comes up with a theory that earns him a spot at the prestigious
annual Innovative Science Convention. But his Dad thinks he is
going to embarrass himself and doesn’t want him to go.
Can Dax prove to his Dad that his science is sound and attend the
convention? And what will happen if his theory about a big shift is
right?

About the Author
Dana Goldstein has always been a creative type, and began telling
stories at the age of 6 when she was punished and sent to her
room. Her instructions were to not play, not read, not colour, just
Publication Date:
sit on her bed and think about what she had done. To quell the
Fall 2023
boredom, Dana started making up stories, which she would tell
Rights Sold:
herself out loud, even though no one was listening.
World English / Young Dragons Press
Dana started writing down her stories at the age of nine, using
school composition books, letters to pen pals and school
newspapers to tell stories. A graduate of the University of Toronto and Ryerson's School of Journalism, Dana
moved into a career as a journalist, writing feature stories for magazines and newspapers across North
America.
Dana Goldstein is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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The Lost Scroll of the
Physician: Secrets of the
Sands #1

Current Middle Grade:
Historical

by Alisha Sevigny
2021-22 Finalist for Hackmatack Children’s Choice Book Award,
MYRCA Sundogs and Red Cedar Book Awards
Sesha must race to find a priceless scroll before time runs out.
After a brutal fire takes their parents’ lives, Sesha and Ky, children
of the pharaoh’s royal physician, are left charming snakes and
stealing food to survive. Unsure of who to trust, the pair are found
and brought back to the palace, where the pharaoh tasks Sesha
with finding a rare medical document her father was transcribing.
But are the royals hiding something?
Befriended by a fellow scribe and a young princess, Sesha
navigates palace intrigue and temple treachery while urgently
seeking the valuable papyrus. For the scroll doesn’t just have the
power to keep the pharaoh’s army alive and reveal the secrets
around her parents’ death — it may be the only thing that can save
Ky’s life.

Publication Date:
January 2020
Rights Sold:
World English / Dundurn

About the Author
Alisha Sevigny is the author of MG adventure series, Secrets of the Sands, as well as YA contemporaries,
Summer Constellations and Kissing Frogs. Her baby board book Give Me a Snickle! comes out April 2022.
Alisha’s novels have been CCBCs Best Books for Kids & Teens picks and she was one of three finalists in
North America’s National Excellence for Romance Fiction Award (NERFA) in their YA category. Born and
raised in BC's Pacific Northwest’s temperate rainforest, she now makes her home in the Cayman Islands with
her family. A former literary agent, Alisha is also an actor, yoga teacher, tarot reader, and an avid collector of
crystals.
Alisha Sevigny is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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The Desert Prince:
Secrets of the Sands #2

Current Middle Grade:
Historical Fantasy

by Alisha Sevigny
Ancient Egyptian healer and scribe Sesha is ready for another role:
spy.
Forced to flee Thebes or face death, Sesha and her friends, Paser
and Reb, travel up the Nile and into the desert in search of a
hidden oasis. Led by a freed spy, they plan to rescue Pharaoh’s
daughter Princess Merat, given to a Hyksos chieftain against her
will. Before they can get there, though, they have to battle lurking
crocodiles, endless dunes, and blinding sandstorms.
When the group finally straggles into the Hyksos camp, they find
the rebels preparing for combat. But as Sesha and her friends
spend time with the rival tribe, the lines in the sand begin to blur.
When she takes on a dangerous secret mission and learns about a
prophecy that could change the course of history, Sesha has to
decide where her future — and the real danger — lies.

About the Author

Publication Date:
September 2020

Alisha Sevigny is the author of MG adventure series, Secrets of
Rights Sold:
the Sands, as well as YA contemporaries, Summer Constellations
World English / Dundurn
and Kissing Frogs. Her baby board book Give Me a Snickle!
comes out April 2022. Alisha’s novels have been CCBCs Best
Books for Kids & Teens picks and she was one of three finalists in North America’s National Excellence for
Romance Fiction Award (NERFA) in their YA category. Born and raised in BC's Pacific Northwest’s
temperate rainforest, she now makes her home in the Cayman Islands with her family. A former literary
agent, Alisha is also an actor, yoga teacher, tarot reader, and an avid collector of crystals.
Alisha Sevigny is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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The Oracle of Avaris:
Secrets of the Sands #3

Current Middle Grade:
Historical Fantasy

by Alisha Sevigny
A search for answers from a mysterious Oracle has Sesha and her
friends navigating intrigue and danger in this thrilling conclusion
to the Secrets of the Sands series.
Leaving the oasis, Sesha and her friends set sail for Avaris, intent
on stopping the Hyksos Chieftain from claiming the throne and
declaring war on Thebes. On the journey, Sesha learns that she and
the scroll are at the centre of a pair of prophecies made by a famed
Oracle — prophecies with staggering implications for both her and
the Hyksos people. But when the crew arrives in the bustling port
city, they are stunned to learn the Oracle is missing. With the
prophecies now in doubt and their lives in danger, Sesha, Paser,
and Reb must race to find a mysterious Priestess sect and witness
the third and final prophecy before the upcoming lunar eclipse.
As the young scribes seek answers, Sesha must untangle her past
and future while keeping war from erupting in the present. For
there is one person she cannot bear to face across the Hyksos
battlefield: her brother.

About the Author

Publication Date:
January 2022
Rights Sold:
World English / Dundurn

Alisha Sevigny is the author of MG adventure series, Secrets of
the Sands, as well as YA contemporaries, Summer Constellations and Kissing Frogs. Her baby board book
Give Me a Snickle! comes out April 2022. Alisha’s novels have been CCBCs Best Books for Kids & Teens
picks and she was one of three finalists in North America’s National Excellence for Romance Fiction Award
(NERFA) in their YA category. Born and raised in BC's Pacific Northwest’s temperate rainforest, she now
makes her home in the Cayman Islands with her family. A former literary agent, Alisha is also an actor, yoga
teacher, tarot reader, and an avid collector of crystals.
Alisha Sevigny is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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The Lady and the Octopus:
How Jeanne Villepreux-Power Invented Aquariums and
Revolutionized Marine Biology

Current Middle Grade:
Nonfiction

by Danna Staaf
Jeanne Villepreux-Power was never expected to be a scientist.
Born in 1794 in a French village more than 100 miles from the
ocean, she pursued an improbable path that brought her to the
island of Sicily. There, she took up natural history and solved the
two-thousand-year-old mystery of how of the argonaut octopus
gets its shell. In an era when most research focused on dead
specimens, Jeanne was determined to experiment on living
animals. And to keep sea creatures alive for her studies, she had to
invent a contraption to hold them--the aquarium.

About the Author
Danna Staaf is a freelance science communicator with a PhD in
marine biology. Her writing has appeared in Science, KQED,
Earther, and io9, and her first book, Squid Empire: The Rise and
Fall of the Cephalopods (now reprinted as Monarchs of the Sea:
The Extraordinary 500-Million-Year History of Cephalopods),
was named one of the best science books of 2017 by NPR. She
created the science outreach program Squids4Kids and visits
schools at every grade level, as well as venues from museums to
libraries to tech companies. She lives in San Jose with her spouse,
children, and innumerable plush octopuses.
Danna Staaf is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Publication Date:
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Do Trees Have Mothers?

Current Picture Book

by Charles Bongers
In this whimsical picture book, Bongers translates scientific
knowledge about the kinship structures of the forest for children
ages 3 to 6 years.
Research shows the earlier you introduce a child to nature the
more likely they are to have a deep-rooted connection with it. Do
Trees Have Mothers? establishes an analogy between a “mother
tree” and the child’s own mother. It helps them better understand
that a mother tree is as safe, giving and nurturing as their own
mother’s unconditional love for them. But more importantly, this
book introduces the child to the wonders of nature so they can one
day be nature’s guardians and play an active role in sustaining
mother earth.
"This book will help a child to build a lifelong connection to
nature by learning about the secret and tender life of trees and the
magical web of life that surrounds and supports us.”—TARA
ZUPANCIC, MPH, Public Health Scientist

Publication Date:
Spring 2022
Rights Sold:
World English / Douglas & McIntyre

About the Author
Charles has always had a deep connection to nature, especially with trees. He’s spent many years studying
how trees communicate with each other and the world around them. Charles is the founder and creative
director of Charles Bongers+Co., a boutique brand design and illustration studio with emphasis on eco-tech,
enviro-nature, wellness and artisanal “of the earth” products and services. He is the brand creative advisor to
Woodfield True Nature Campus, a charity dedicated to supporting families experiencing chronic illness.
Charles also serves as the creative director of Wild Entrust Africa, a wildlife conservation trust in Botswana
dedicated to supporting the long-term viability of threatened wildlife populations and their critical habitats.
Charles Bongers is represented by Sam Hiyate.
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The Story of My Life
Ongoing by C. S. Cobb

Current Young Adult Fiction:
Contemporary

by Candas Jane Dorsey
Corey Cobb was born intersex, but because Corey's father and
stepmother didn't make a big deal of it, it isn't until Corey's dad
dies suddenly and Corey is back with a disapproving mother that
making a gender choice becomes an issue. Corey is now legally
old enough to refuse medical intervention--but not old enough to
prevent "choosing not to choose" being considered by Corey's
mother to be a psychiatric problem. While in the youth psych
ward, Corey meets Kim, diagnosed as anorexic but really a victim
of her mom's Munchausen's Syndrome-by-Proxy. Together, the
teens try to prove Kim's true problem, and in the process discover
important, perhaps catastrophic, truths about each one's past.

About the Author
Candas Jane Dorsey is an internationally-known, award-winning
author of several novels, four poetry books; several anthologies
Publication Date:
edited/co-edited, and numerous published stories, poems, reviews,
Fall 2021
and critical essays. Her most recent fiction includes novels The
Rights Sold:
Adventures of Isabel; What's the Matter with Mary Jane?; and The
World English / Inanna Publications
Man Who Wasn't There; and short fiction Vanilla and Other
Stories and ICE and Other Stories. For fourteen years, she was the
editor/publisher of the literary press, The Books Collective,
including River Books and, for a time, Tesseract Books. She was founding president of SFCanada, and has
been president of the Writers Guild of Alberta. She has received a variety of awards and honours for her
books and short fiction, including most recently, the 2017 the WGA Golden Pen Award for Lifetime
Achievement in the Literary Arts. She was inducted into the City of Edmonton Arts and Cultural Hall of
Fame in 2019. She is also a community activist, advocate and leader who has served on many community
boards and committees for working for neighbourhoods, heritage, social planning and human rights
advocacy. She lives in Edmonton, Alberta.
Candas Jane Dorsey is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Wrong Side of the Court

Current Young Adult Fiction:
Contemporary

by H. N. Khan
Fifteen-year-old Fawad Chaudhry loves two things: basketball and
his mother's potato and ground-beef stuffed parathas. Both are
round and both help him forget about things like his dead father,
growing up in Regent Park and his mother being hell-bent on
arranging his marriage to his first cousin, Nusrat, back home in
Pakistan. Not to mention his estranged best friend Yousuf who's
coping with the shooting death of his older brother. Yeah, it's
complicated.
But Fawad has plans; like, asking out Ashley, even though she
lives on the other side of the tracks, and saving his friend Arif
from being beaten into a pulp for being the school flirt, and like
making the school basketball team and dreaming of being the
world’s first Pakistani to be drafted into the NBA. Now if only he
could convince his mother to let him try out for the basketball
team. Or that first-cousin marriages increase the risk of genetic
disorders in babies and that he really likes Ashley. And if he could
only get Omar, the neighborhood bully, to leave him alone...

About the Author

Publication Date:
Spring 2022

Rights Sold:
HUMAYUN KHAN is a first-time author. Born in Pakistan, he
North America and Audio / Penguin
immigrated to Canada at age seven and grew up in Regent Park, a
Canada Children's
low-income community housing project. After graduating with a
Dutch / Querido
business degree he decided to drop out of law school to pursue a
career in Toronto's start-up scene. Since then, he's helped build
and market software that's used by millions around the world. He
is a recent graduate from Humber's School of Writer's correspondence program.

H. N. Khan is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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The Limitless Sky

Current Young Adult Fiction:
Speculative

by Christina Kilbourne
Rook and Gage live worlds apart - but somehow they must find a
way to help one another survive.
Trapped in a life she didn't choose, Rook struggles to find meaning
in her appointed role as Apprentice Keeper of ArHK. Even though
her mother soothes her with legends of the Outside and her father
assures her there are many interesting facts to discover in the
Archives, Rook sees only endless years of tracking useless
information. Then one day Rook discovers historic footage of the
Chosen Ones arriving in ArHK, and she begins to realize her
mother's legends are more than bedtime stories. That's when Rook
begins her perilous and heartbreaking search for the limitless sky.
Gage is also trapped. Living on the frontier line with his family,
his is a life of endless moving and constant danger. As he works
with the other Scouts, Gage searches for the Ship of Knowledge to
help his society regain the wonders of the long distant past, when
machines transported people across the land, illnesses could be
cured, and human structures rose high into the sky.
Will Rook and Gage escape the traps and perils that await them in
order to save each other's worlds? If they don't, it could very well
be the end of humanity.

About the Author

Publication Date:
Spring 2022
Rights Sold:
World English / Dundurn
Audio/ Tantor Media

Christina Kilbourne is an award-winning author of young adult,
juvenile, and adult literary fiction. Her novel, Dear Jo, won three young reader's choice awards in Canada in
the same year - one in Manitoba, one in Saskatchewan and one in British Columbia. It was also nominated
for a New York State young reader's choice award.
Born in Southwestern Ontario, she graduated with an Honours BA in English Literature and Anthropology
from the University of Western Ontario, and received her Master’s degree in Creative Writing and English
Literature from the University of Windsor, Ontario.
Upon graduating, Christina travelled through Africa, Mexico, Central and South America and spent two
years in New Zealand. She still enjoys travelling and takes every opportunity to hit the road, preferably to
tropical climates.
Her writing has been translated into Slovenian, Ukrainian, Portuguese and Spanish. She is a member of The
Writers Union of Canada. Her recent novel Safe Harbour has been shortlisted for the 2021 Red Maple
Awards.
Christina currently lives in Bracebridge, Ontario where, when she is not writing, she spends as much time as
possible outdoors - rowing, paddling, cycling, skiing and hiking.
Christina Kilbourne is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Runaway Train

Current Young Adult:
Contemporary

by Lee Matthew Goldberg
“A mixtape of the 90s, paired with a beautiful story of love, loss,
and finding yourself. I couldn’t put it down!” - Raegan Revord,
Missy Cooper on TV's Young Sheldon and founder of the
#ReadingWithRaegan book club.
"An engaging '90s pastiche with an earnest heart beating at its
center." -- Kirkus Reviews
They told me I was an out-of-control train about to crash...
Everything changed when the police officer knocked on the door
to tell me - a 16-year-old - that my older sister Kristen had died of
a brain aneurysm. Cue the start of my parents neglecting me and
my whole life spiraling out of control.
I decided now was the perfect time to skip town. It's the early 90's,
Kurt Cobain runs the grunge music scene and I just experienced
some serious trauma. What's a girl supposed to do? I didn't want to
end up like Kristen, so I grabbed my bucket list, turned up my
mixtape of the greatest 90's hits and fled L.A.. The goal was to end
up at Kurt Cobain's house in Seattle, but I never could have
guessed what would happen along the way.
At turns heartbreaking, inspiring, and laugh out loud
funny, Runaway Train is a wild journey of a bygone era and a
portrait of a one-of-a-kind teenage girl trying to find herself again
the only way she knows how.

Publication Date:
May 2021
Rights Sold:
World English and Audio / Wise Wolf
Books

About the Author
Lee Matthew Goldberg is the author of nine novels including The Ancestor, The Mentor and the YA series
Runaway Train. His books are in various stages of development for film and TV off of his original scripts.
He has been published in multiple languages and nominated for the Prix du Polar. After graduating with an
MFA from the New School, his writing has also appeared as a contributor in Pipeline Artists, LitHub, The
Los Angeles Review of Books, The Millions, Vol. 1 Brooklyn, LitReactor, The Big Idea, Monkeybicycle,
Fiction Writers Review, Cagibi, Necessary Fiction, Hypertext, If My Book, Past Ten, the anthology Dirty
Boulevard, The Montreal Review, The Adirondack Review, The New Plains Review, Maudlin House,
Underwood Press and others. His pilots and screenplays have been finalists in Script Pipeline, Book Pipeline,
Stage 32, We Screenplay, the New York Screenplay, Screencraft, and the Hollywood Screenplay contests.
He is the co-curator of The Guerrilla Lit Reading Series and lives in New York City. Follow him at
LeeMatthewGoldberg.com
Lee Matthew Goldberg is represented by Natalie Kimber.
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Grenade Bouquets

Current Young Adult:
Contemporary

by Lee Matthew Goldberg
“A mixtape of the 90s, paired with a beautiful story of love, loss,
and finding yourself. I couldn’t put it down!”
-Raegan Revord, Missy Cooper on TV's Young Sheldon and
founder of the #ReadingWithRaegan book club.
Book II of the Runaway Train Series
I had stars in my eyes and I couldn’t see around them…
The year is 1995 and my parents have finally allowed me to take
the summer to tour in a VW van across the country with my
boyfriend Evan and our band. Yes, my dream to be a singer
became reality. Even with Clarissa, Evan’s jealous ex-girlfriend,
as the lead singer, it’s my presence on stage that led us to a major
record deal. There are moments you’ll always remember in life,
but I can’t imagine anything more cool than hearing your song on
the radio for the first time.
But being a Rockstar isn’t as easy as it sounds. Using alcohol and
drugs as coping mechanisms, nothing but tension surrounded me,
hurting my still blossoming relationship, and continued grieving
over my sister’s death.
A love letter to the nineties and a journey of a girl becoming a
woman, Grenade Bouquets charts the rollercoaster ride of a band
primed to explode on the scene, as long as they keep from actually
exploding.

Publication Date:
October 2021
Rights Sold:
World English and Audio / Wise Wolf
Books

About the Author
Lee Matthew Goldberg is the author of nine novels including The Ancestor and The Mentor and the YA
series Runaway Train. His books are in various stages of development for film and TV off of his original
scripts. He has been published in multiple languages and nominated for the Prix du Polar. After graduating
with an MFA from the New School, his writing has also appeared as a contributor in Pipeline Artists,
LitHub, The Los Angeles Review of Books, The Millions, Vol. 1 Brooklyn, LitReactor, The Big Idea,
Monkeybicycle, Fiction Writers Review, Cagibi, Necessary Fiction, Hypertext, If My Book, Past Ten, the
anthology Dirty Boulevard, The Montreal Review, The Adirondack Review, The New Plains Review,
Maudlin House, Underwood Press and others. His pilots and screenplays have been finalists in Script
Pipeline, Book Pipeline, Stage 32, We Screenplay, the New York Screenplay, Screencraft, and the
Hollywood Screenplay contests. He is the co-curator of The Guerrilla Lit Reading Series and lives in New
York City. Follow him at LeeMatthewGoldberg.com
Lee Matthew Goldberg is represented by Natalie Kimber.
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Vanish Me

Current Young Adult:
Contemporary

by Lee Matthew Goldberg
“A mixtape of the 90s, paired with a beautiful story of love, loss,
and finding yourself. I couldn’t put it down!”
-Raegan Revord, Missy Cooper on TV's Young Sheldon and
founder of the #ReadingWithRaegan book club.
Book III of the Runaway Train Series
Get swept up once more in the tantalizing drama that surrounds
Nico Sullivan as Lee Matthew Goldberg’s young-adult Runaway
Train trilogy comes to an end.
When former singer Nico Sullivan goes missing, her estranged
daughter, Love, finds her mom’s old diary. Using each entry as a
clue to her mother’s whereabouts, Love takes a trip to L.A. with
her best friends Frankie and Caden where she discovers that her
feelings for Frankie may run deeper than she’s willing to let on.
While diving deeper into her mother’s old life, Love struggles with
her own social insecurities and abandonment issues. But as she’s
searching for lost parts of herself, Love also discovers something
unexpected—a deep-rooted and shared love of 90s grunge music
with that of her missing mother.
At turns heartbreaking, inspiring and mysterious, Vanish Me is a
portrait of a teenage girl desperate to find herself among the cracks
her mother left behind.

Publication Date:
February 2022
Rights Sold:
World English and Audio / Wise Wolf
Books

About the Author
Lee Matthew Goldberg is the author of nine novels including The Ancestor and The Mentor and the YA
series Runaway Train. His books are in various stages of development for film and TV off of his original
scripts. He has been published in multiple languages and nominated for the Prix du Polar. After graduating
with an MFA from the New School, his writing has also appeared as a contributor in Pipeline Artists,
LitHub, The Los Angeles Review of Books, The Millions, Vol. 1 Brooklyn, LitReactor, The Big Idea,
Monkeybicycle, Fiction Writers Review, Cagibi, Necessary Fiction, Hypertext, If My Book, Past Ten, the
anthology Dirty Boulevard, The Montreal Review, The Adirondack Review, The New Plains Review,
Maudlin House, Underwood Press and others. His pilots and screenplays have been finalists in Script
Pipeline, Book Pipeline, Stage 32, We Screenplay, the New York Screenplay, Screencraft, and the
Hollywood Screenplay contests. He is the co-curator of The Guerrilla Lit Reading Series and lives in New
York City. Follow him at LeeMatthewGoldberg.com
Lee Matthew Goldberg is represented by Natalie Kimber.
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40 Days In Hicksville

Current Young Adult:
Mystery/Thriller

by Christina Kilbourne
Kate is not okay about moving to the small rural town where her
mother grew up and she is even less okay about living in the
decaying house they inherited from her deceased grandparents.
She’s homesick for Starbucks and her boyfriend, hanging at the
skate park and sneaking out at night to make urbex videos for her
increasingly popular YouTube channel. But when she accidentally
discovers her estranged grandfather lives nearby, and Zach agrees
to go with Kate to meet him, despite the small-town rumours of
his violent past, Kate begins to realize her family has more secrets
than she ever could have imagined. Secrets that affect her
relationship with her Mom and with her newly married Dad.
Secrets she is determined to unearth. That’s the day they find the
cave and the skeletons. That’s the day she finds out her uncle and
his friend went missing when they were teenagers in the 1980s.
And that’s the day she realizes Zach is nice to look at. Instead of
counting down the days until she can say good riddance to
Hicksville, Kate and Zach start working together to solve the cold
case that has silenced her mother for thirty-five years. 40 Days in
Hicksville is a contemporary mystery that digs deep into family
relationships, domestic violence, and the far-reaching impact of
secrets across generations.

About the Author

Publication Date:
Fall 2023
Rights Sold:
World English / DCB
Audio / Tantor Media

Christina Kilbourne is an award-winning author of young adult,
juvenile, and adult literary fiction. Her novel, Dear Jo, won three young reader's choice awards in Canada in
the same year - one in Manitoba, one in Saskatchewan and one in British Columbia. It was also nominated
for a New York State young reader's choice award.
Born in Southwestern Ontario, she graduated with an Honours BA in English Literature and Anthropology
from the University of Western Ontario, and received her Master’s degree in Creative Writing and English
Literature from the University of Windsor, Ontario.
Upon graduating, Christina travelled through Africa, Mexico, Central and South America and spent two
years in New Zealand. She still enjoys travelling and takes every opportunity to hit the road, preferably to
tropical climates.
Her writing has been translated into Slovenian, Ukrainian, Portuguese and Spanish. She is a member of The
Writers Union of Canada. Her recent novel Safe Harbour has been shortlisted for the 2021 Red Maple
Awards.
Christina currently lives in Bracebridge, Ontario where, when she is not writing, she spends as much time as
possible outdoors - rowing, paddling, cycling, skiing and hiking.
Christina Kilbourne is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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The Hill

Backlist Young Adult Fiction:
Speculative

by Ali Bryan
In the near future, a group of girls survive by their own wits and
follow the laws of the Manual on the Hill, a reclaimed garbage
dump they call home. The cardinal rule? Men and boys spell
danger. After a Departure Ceremony releases the eleven oldest
girls back to the Mainland, Wren becomes their new leader, and
she's desperate to do a good job. So, when one of the girls goes
missing only a few hours into her new position, Wren makes the
fateful decision to leave the Hill in search of the girl - only to
encounter boys for the first time in her life. Is it a coincidence,
then, that the Hill is attacked while she's gone? In order to survive
and lead her community, Wren must sort fact from fiction, ally
from enemy, and opportunity from threat. The Hill is a feminist
dystopian novel that explores gender, power, and the search for
truth in a world defined by scarcity, distrust, and gender politics.
Gritty and compassionate, Bryan's unforgettable novel shines a
light on the consequences of consumerism and environmental
neglect while reminding us what it takes to be a girl in this world.

About the Author

Publication Date:
December 2020

Ali Bryan's first novel, Roost, won the Georges Bugnet Award for
Rights Sold:
Fiction and was the official selection of One Book Nova Scotia
World English / Dottir Press
2014. Her second novel, The Figgs, was released in the spring of
Audio / Tantor Media
2018. Her non-fiction has been shortlisted for the Jon Whyte
Memorial Essay Prize and longlisted for the CBC Creative NonFiction Prize. Her most recent novel, The Crow Valley Karaoke Championships, has been acquired by Henry
Holt. She is a certified personal trainer and lives with her family in Calgary.
Ali Bryan is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Kissing Frogs

Backlist Young Adult:
Contemporary

by Alisha Sevigny
Set in the lush and tropical El Valle de Anton, Kissing Frogs is a
smart and funny re-imagining of “The Frog Prince” with an
environmental heartbeat.
Popular high school senior Jessica Stone has a secret: she used to
be a nerd — a goody two-shoes, grade-skipping, all-state spelling
bee champ kind of nerd. But she gave herself the ultimate
makeover and applied all her academic genius to study and imitate
the social elite and now she rules the school.
With her cool new friends and hottest-guy-in-school boyfriend,
life’s a beach — and that’s where she’s headed for spring break.
That is, until her biology teacher breaks the bad news that she’s
failing and her only chance to make up the grade is to join the
conservation club in Panama to save the golden frog. Jess finds
herself in a foreign country with a new social crew, including a
ghost from her past that could threaten her queen bee reputation.
Travis Henley may have grown up, but he still likes to play
childish games and as payment for retrieving her lost ring from the
bottom of a jungle pool, he wants three non-dates. The last thing
Jess wants to do is be around him any more than she has to, but
she’s desperate to keep him quiet and agrees. Soon she begins to
realize the worth of her inner nerd, and that one frog in particular
could be her prince in disguise.

Publication Date:
November 2014
Rights Sold:
World English / Fierce Ink Press

About the Author
Alisha Sevigny is the author of MG adventure series, Secrets of the Sands, as well as YA contemporaries,
Summer Constellations and Kissing Frogs. Her baby board book Give Me a Snickle! comes out April 2022.
Alisha’s novels have been CCBCs Best Books for Kids & Teens picks and she was one of three finalists in
North America’s National Excellence for Romance Fiction Award (NERFA) in their YA category. Born and
raised in BC's Pacific Northwest’s temperate rainforest, she now makes her home in the Cayman Islands with
her family. A former literary agent, Alisha is also an actor, yoga teacher, tarot reader, and an avid collector of
crystals.
Alisha Sevigny is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Garden of Thorns and Light
by Shylah Addante
When Amethyst Faye was six-years-old, she was almost stolen by
a monster in the woods on the same night her mother mysteriously
disappeared. Ten years, a half dozen psychiatrists, and a slew of
diagnoses haven't made things any better; she is still plagued by
nightmares, ridiculed at school, and misunderstood by everyone
from her teachers to her counselor to her father. And lately she's
been sprouting thick green thorns out of her skin.
When the paranoia doesn't end, and the treatment options run out,
she's faced with a choice between inpatient treatment or spending
the summer with a grandmother she hasn't heard from in a decade.
Summer at Gran's in Morgan Springs wins out, just barely, and
only because a backwater town sounds marginally more
interesting than a mental institution. Amethyst draws the attention
of Ben, the boy of her dreams, and Absynth, the creature from her
nightmares. Although neither of them is what she expected,
Amethyst realizes both Ben and Absynth are exactly what she
needs to heal her heart and harness the fairy magic she's inherited.
Unfortunately for Amethyst, trying to walk both paths could get
her killed, but having to choose between them is far worse.
GARDEN OF THORNS AND LIGHT is an exiting new fantasy
where sometimes, it's OK to be the monster.

Backlist Young Adult:
Contemporary
Fantasy/Romance

Publication Date:
Sept 2020
Rights Sold:
World English / Month9Books
Audio / Blackstone Audio

About the Author
Shylah Addante has an M.S.E. in Literacy Education and enjoys Netflix, crocheting, and just generally being
awesome. She lives in Albany, New York, with her husband, David, her two daughters, Hazel and Holly, and
her dog, Andy.
Shylah Addante is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Under the Radar

Backlist Young Adult:
Contemporary/ LGBTQ+

by Judith Clark
One more year. That’s all Gunnar has to wait until graduation.
More importantly, it’s one more year until he’ll feel safe to come
out.
Gunnar has kept his sexuality a secret — only his twin sister
knows he’s gay. Coming out now would make him the target of
homophobic bullies at his school. But a year is a long time,
especially when life starts moving at its own pace, and Gunnar
meets guys he wants to date.
Set in rural Alberta, Under the Radar is the uplifting story of a teen
who dreams of a life in which he can be himself.

About the Author
Judith Clark is a playwright, novelist, and indexer. After receiving
a Master in Library and Information Science (MLIS), she worked
as a children’s and young adult services librarian, before taking on
several roles with a library automation company, including
knowledge systems coordinator. She is a member of the Indexing
Society of Canada.
When she isn’t writing and indexing, she explores rural Alberta,
reads compulsively, bakes appeltaarts, dreams of sailing on a tall
ship, and wishes that she had a horse. Sadly, Calgary bylaws don’t
even allow chickens and the backyard is too small.
Judith Clark is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Secrets of the Deep

Backlist Young Adult:
Speculative/Romance

by Marisa Noelle
Cordelia Blue is afraid of water. Cordelia is also a mermaid. It’s
been five years since she lost half her family to the ocean, and as
the anniversary of their death approaches, Cordelia is determined
to conquer her fear. But when she learns of her mermaid ancestry
and all the devastating secrets the ocean brings, she no longer
knows who she can trust. Entrusted with a magical relic, she must
keep it away from an opposing race, the selachii, and their
nefarious intenstions. When she discovers that her boyfriend is one
of these mysterious shape-shifters, Cordelia is forced to choose
between love and race. Cordelia doubts her every decision and the
intentions of those around her. Trusting her heart will lead to a
path of betrayal, but she might just get her family back. If she
chooses her head, the mermaids may stay cursed to remain in the
ocean forever.

About the Author
Marisa Noelle is the writer of middle grade & young adult novels
Publication Date:
in the genres of dystopian sci-fi, fantasy, horror & mental health.
June 2020
She is a mentor for the Write Mentor program that helps aspiring
MG & YA authors. When she’s not writing or reading or watching
Rights Sold:
movies, she enjoys swimming. In the pool she likes to imagine she
World English / Champagne Book Group
could be a mermaid and become part of some of her make-believe
words. Despite being an avid bookworm from the time she could
hold a book, being an author came as a bit of a surprise to her as she was a bit of a science geek at school.
Marisa had plenty of ideas for career and still regrets not moving to Hawaii to train dolphins and pretend the
real world didn't exist. Struggling with anxiety led her to the field of psychology. Heavily influenced by
underdog movies such as The Karate Kid she realized her mission in life was to help other people, through
any medium. Embarking on a psychology degree, she wanted to emulate her hero, Jodie Foster, from Silence
of the Lambs and actually tried to secure work experience at Broadmoor. Thankfully she left the idea of
criminal profiling behind, but uses many of these aspects in her novels.
Now a full-time novelist, she lives in Surrey, UK with her husband and three children.
Marisa Noelle is represented by Stacey Kondla.
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Adult Fiction and Non-Fiction
France/Netherlands/Spain and Spanish Latin America
Lora Fountain, Agence Litteraire Lora Fountain & Assoc.
lora@fountlit.com

Eastern Europe
Lidia Dumitru, Livia Stoia Agency
lidia.dumitru@liviastoiaagency.ro

Korea
Jully Lee, Eric Yang Agency
eya-child@eyagency.com

Turkey
Şafak Tahmaz, Anatolialit
safak@anatolialit.com

Japan
Ritsuko Hamamoto, Tuttle Mori
ritsuko-hamamoto@tuttlemori.com

China/Taiwan
Clare Chi, The Grayhawk Agency
clare@grayhawk-agency.com

Poland
Tomasz Bereziński, Graal Agency
tomasz.berezinski@graal.com.pl
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Adult Fiction and Non-Fiction

Eastern Europe

India (selected titles)

Lidia Dumitru, Livia Stoia Agency

Mita Kapur, Siyahi Agency

lidia.dumitru@liviastoiaagency.ro

mita.kapur@gmail.com

Turkey

Japan

Şafak Tahmaz, Anatolialit

Megumi Sakai, Japan Uni

safak@anatolialit.com

megumi.sakai@japanuni.co.jp

Greece

Korea

John L. Moukakos, JLM Literary Agency
jlm@jlm.gr

Juhae Seo, Eric Yang Agency
eya-assistant2@eyagency.com

Poland

Brazil and Portugal

Tomasz Bereziński, Graal Agency
tomasz.berezinski@graal.com.pl

Villas-Boas & Moss Agency
Luciana Villas-Boas
luciana@vbmlitag.com

China/Taiwan
Clare Chi, The Grayhawk Agency
clare@grayhawk-agency.com

Anna Luiza Cardoso
annaluiza@vbmlitag.com
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for French, Dutch,
and Italian rights
please contact
Please send
all rights
inquiries
to:
LORA FOUNTAIN & ASSOCIATES LITERARY AGENCY

agence@lorafountain.com
Milly Ruggiero
milly@therightsfactory.com

P.O. Box 499, Station C
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6J3P6
+1 647 226 7328
www.therightsfactory.com
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